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Abstract—Multilingual support in global applications that inte-
grate and filter social media data is a significant challenge due to 
the cost of manually developing such social media filters for each 
language. Using LITMUS landslide information system as an 
experimental platform, we compared six design alternatives with 
varied combinations of manually developed filters and automati-
cally translated filters for integrating and filtering social media 
data. Our experiments on Japanese tweets show that automati-
cally translated filtering produces comparable or better results 
than manually created filters, achieving similar result quality: in 
false positives, false negatives, and F-1 scores. Compared to 
manual development, our results suggest automated translation 
may be a faster and cheaper approach to the integration of non-
English languages, without sacrificing data quality. These results 
are encouraging for reducing the development cost of localized 
applications that integrate social media, by using automated 
translation tools. 

Keywords—multilingual, social networks, text classification 

I. INTRODUCTION  
As a global phenomenon, social media are open to all lan-

guages and all people. Although English has been adopted by 
many as a de facto standard international language, it is com-
mon for people from each country to exchange information in 
their own language(s). Consequently, discussions on the events 
that happened in a country are more likely to have postings in 
the local language in addition to English. Designers of social 
media applications with global coverage often face a difficult 
tradeoff between: (1) supporting only English (without local 
information) and (2) laboriously localizing the application in 
each language of interest. Attempting to integrate social media 
information from many languages is an even more significant 
challenge.  

LITMUS (Landslide Detection by Integrating Multiple 
Sources) is the application we built to provide information on 
landslides worldwide by integrating physical sensor data and 
social media data, including Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube 
[1][9][13]. We have explored two approaches for integration of 
additional languages into LITMUS: (1) manually creating so-
cial media filters in a native language, and (2) using a machine 
translation tool to automatically translate social media data 
from another language into English, and then using our English 

filters. An example of the automated translation approach is the 
adoption of Free Online Machine Translation tools such as 
Google Translator and Bing Translator, to translate tweets in 
other languages into English and then use the existing English 
classifier to label translated tweets as relevant or irrelevant to 
landslides [5][7].  

The process of incorporating a new language into LITMUS 
is non-trivial. The social media data contains significant noise 
(see Figure 4 for some examples in English) that requires so-
phisticated filtering, divided into five stages as shown in Figure 
1. Moreover, filtering varies for different languages. For in-
stance, Chinese word, “ ”, means “landslide”, but is also 
used to describe human relationships. “Landslide” in English 
does not have similar usages. Therefore, different filtering is 
required to handle different language.  

The main contribution of this paper is a systematic compar-
ative study of six design alternatives in the incorporation of 
new languages into LITMUS. The design alternatives are or-
dered by an increasing amount of manually developed native 
data processing stages in the pipeline as shown in Figure 5. 
The first design alternative maximizes automatic translation, 
called Approach A, MAN(0)AUTO(1-4), where the machine 
translation occurs at the beginning of stage 1 (Downloader). 
The second design is Approach B, MAN(1)AUTO(2-4), with 
subsequent designs with increasing amount of processing by 
manually developed filters. The sixth design, called, Approach 
F, MAN(1-4)AUTO(0),  consists of an entire filtering pipeline 
custom written in the native language. The evaluation uses 
Japanese as the target language.  

At the beginning of our experiment, we assumed that the 
manually developed native filter would produce (naturally) 
better results than a filter pipeline with automatically translated 
components. To our surprise, this systematic exploration of 
Japanese filter design space showed that the machine translated 
filtering stages produce comparable or slightly better results 
than the manually developed native filter stages. The main 
exception is the Geotagger (stage 3), where the manual and 
machine translated approaches produced largely complemen-
tary errors. As result of this study, we have found the best filter 
pipeline design for Japanese (Figure 2) consists of machine 
translated filter stages, with an ensemble Geotagger that com-
bines both native and machine translated Geotagger algo-
rithms.  
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Figure 1. English infrastructure pipeline for LITMUS 

 

Figure 2. Proposed pipeline to support new languages in LITMUS 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 out-
lines the main components of LITMUS. Section 3 describes 
the six design alternatives explored in the comparative study. 
Section 4 shows the results from a quantitative evaluation of 
the six design alternatives using real world data (Japanese 
tweets collected on landslides). Section 5 concludes the paper.  
 
 

II. LITMUS SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
Landslides often escape physical sensor detection, and their 

discovery depends critically on humans reporting, in modern 
days through social media. LITMUS integrates information 
from physical sensors and social media to provide information 
on landslides worldwide, including social networks, Twitter, 
Facebook, and YouTube. Like many applications that process 
and filter social media information, LITMUS supported only 
English initially due the availability of natural language pro-
cessing (NLP) tools for English. Since landslides occur in 
many countries around the world, we soon realized that 
LITMUS is missing significant information on landslides in 
non-English speaking countries, such as Japan, China, and 
Brazil, where landslides occur frequently. For instance, Twitter 
has approximately 328 million active users monthly and 79% 
of the users are outside the U.S. [6]. Figure 3 shows an exam-
ple of a Japanese tweet on a landslide in Japan.  

 

 
Figure 3. A Japanese tweet related to a landslide event 

The basic architecture of LITMUS (designed for English 
social media information filtering) has been described in our 
previous papers (e.g., [1][5][6]). In this section, we briefly out-
line the five stages of LITMUS filtering pipeline in this section 
to make the paper self-contained. Readers already familiar with 
LITMUS may safely skip to the next section. The experiments 
focus on the LITMUS processing of Twitter data in five stages, 
as shown in Figure 3.  

Stage 1 – Downloader. “Landslide” and “mudslide” are 
identified as English search terms to retrieve data about land-
slides from Twitter. LITMUS implements Twitter Streaming 
APIs to access Twitter’s global stream of Tweet data with 
identified search terms [1]. 

Stage 2 – Cleaner. Social media platforms contain noises. 
For example, instead of natural disasters, “Landslide” is a song 
name performed by the music group, Fleetwood Mac. See Fig-
ure 4 for a tweet with “landslide” keyword as a song name. 
“Landslide” is also used to describe any election in which the 
victor wins by an overwhelming margin, as the tweet shown in 
Figure 4 demonstrates. LITMUS filters out these two situations 
using a set of stop words, including “Fleetwood Mac”, “song”, 
“election”, “won”, and “votes” [2]. 

 
 

 

Figure 4. Tweets irrelevant to natural disaster with “landslide” keyword 

 

Stage 3 – Geotagger. Without annotated locations, detect-
ed landslide events are not useful. However, less than 1% of 
Twitter data contain geo-coordinates even if Twitter provides 
service to include user locations [3]. In order to retrieve geo-
coordinates from Twitter data, LITMUS, firstly, extracts geo-
graphical terms (geo-terms) by Stanford NER, a Java imple-
mentation of a Named Entity Recognizer [4], and then geo-
codes with Google Maps APIs to convert geo-terms into geo-
graphic coordinates (geo-code) [10]. The surface of the Earth is 
regarded as a grid of cells, and geo-codes are eventually 
grouped into cells [1]. 
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Figure 5. Overview of six approaches 

Stage 4 – Classifier. Classifier, a complement to cleaner 
stage, is another filtering stage in LITMUS to remove noises 
in social media data. Classifier is based on Word2Vec and 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [11]. A part of tweet data is 
labeled manually as relevant or irrelevant to landslide disas-
ters for training purposes. We firstly run word-segmentation 
on tweets, and then convert the words to vectors using the 
built Word2Vec model. SVM algorithm is implemented by 
Weka, a Java open source library, to build training model 
based on the manually labeled tweets [12]. With the built 
training model, Classifier automatically labels each item as 
either relevant or irrelevant to landslide disasters. 

Stage 5 – Detector. Detector groups these tweets into 
cells to determine where landslides may have happened. Af-
ter previous stages, LITMUS has tweets which are labeled as 
either relevant or irrelevant by Classifier and have cell ID 
assigned by Geotagger. Detector collects both relevant and 
irrelevant tweets from each month and groups them based on 
their cell IDs. Using a ranking strategy, LITMUS computes a 
landslide probability score to determine whether there is a 
landslide event in this cell location in that month. Since De-
tector is language independent, the same Detector is used for 
different languages.  

 

III. THE DESIGN SPACE 
We define two methods of processing and filtering social 

media information: “Manual” processing (MAN) and “Au-
tomatically Translated” processing (AUTO). 

• “Manual” processing (MAN) represents a stage of 
LITMUS pipeline that is written in the native lan-
guage. No translation is involved.  

•  “Automatically Translated” processing (AUTO) 
means reusing the existing stage within LITMUS 
English pipeline, where tweets in other languages 
are translated into English.  

Based on the definitions of MAN and AUTO, six ap-
proaches are introduced to support LITMUS multilingual 
service. The major difference between the six approaches is 
at which stage, if any, of the pipeline the tweet data is trans-
lated into English. As shown in Figure 5, the yellow boxes 
are AUTO, and the blue boxes are MAN.  

• Approach A – MAN(0) AUTO(1-4) 
• Approach B -  MAN(1) AUTO(2-4) 
• Approach C – MAN(1-2) AUTO(3-4) 
• Approach D – MAN(1-3) AUTO(4) 
• Approach E – MAN(1-3.5) AUTO(3.5-4) 
• Approach F – MAN(1-4) AUTO(0)  
Approach F, MAN(1-4) AUTO(0), a reimplementation of 

the existing English LITMUS infrastructure in the native 
language, is an intuitive solution to support another lan-
guage, but experts in the desired language are required and 
the solution is costly. Hence, Approach A, MAN(0) 
AUTO(1-4), is proposed, which only expects an online ma-
chine translation and adopts the existing English LITMUS 
infrastructure. Since modern machine translators support 
many languages, the coverage of LITMUS can be increased 
dramatically by including tweet data in those languages [7]. 
For example, Google Translator supports more than a hun-
dred languages. However, the accuracy and quality of ma-
chine translation may vary for each language. Thus, the other 
four approaches, combinations of “Manual” and “Automati-
cally Translated” processing, are proposed to reduce the ex-
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pensive reimplementation and to improve the service quality. 
The paper mainly contributes to provide systematic analysis 
of the six alternatives and then identifies the best performed 
alternative. For demonstration purposes, we choose Japanese 
as the target language which LITMUS plans to support.  

 Approach A - MAN(0) AUTO(1-4). “Automatically 
Translated” Downloader uses Google Translator to translate 
English search terms, such as “landslide”, and “mudslide”, 
into Japanese, such as “ (landslide)”, “
(mudslide)”, and then retrieves tweet data about landslides 
from Twitter using these Japanese search terms. The collect-
ed Japanese tweets are translated to English so that LITMUS 
can adopt the existing English infrastructure to clean, geotag, 
and classify tweets and detect landslide events. Approach A 
can be built without the knowledge about Japanese language, 
which involves minimum human efforts. “Automatically 
Translated” Downloader is only used in Approach A, and the 
other six approaches use “Manual” Downloader. 

Approach B - MAN(1) AUTO(2-4). This approach 
starts with “Manual” Downloader, which requires experts in 
Japanese to identify Japanese search terms. The collected 
tweet data is translated to English so that the existing English 
LITMUS infrastructure can be used for the following stages. 
The approach requires a small amount of human efforts and 
trivial knowledge about Japanese. However, the approach 
guarantees the more accurate search terms, which controls 
the quality of data collected from Twitter.  

Approach C - MAN(1-2) AUTO(3-4). The approach 
uses “Manual” Downloader and “Manual” Cleaner. After 
Cleaner, all tweets are translated into English and the exist-
ing English infrastructure is used for further stages. As dis-
cussed in the previous section, “landslide” in English is also 
used to describe elections, so “won” and “votes” are applied 
in  Cleaner to remove tweets irrelevant to natural disasters. 
Stop words for other languages might differ since “landslide” 
may include additional meanings. For example, in Chinese, 
“landslide” states relationship collapse [2]. In “Manual” 
Cleaner, Japanese experts select “ (face)” and “ (eat)” 
as Japanese stop words. “Manual” Cleaner is introduced in 
Approach C and will be used for the remaining three ap-
proaches, while Approach A and B use “Automatically 
Translated” Cleaner. 

Approach D - MAN(1-3) AUTO(4). “Manual” Geotag-
ger is involved in this approach. After being geotagged, 
tweets are translated to English in order to use the existing 
English Classifier and Detector. English Geotagger utilizes 
Stanford NER to extract location name from tweets. Since 
NER is language dependent, MeCab, a Japanese NER, is 
implemented to extract location name in Japanese tweets [8]. 
As Google Maps APIs also process Japanese location names, 
“Manual” Geotagger keeps using Google Maps APIs to con-
vert Japanese geo-terms into geo-codes. Finally, a cell ID is 
assigned to each tweet. “Manual” Geotagger is included in 
Approach D and will be used for the remaining two ap-
proaches, while Approach A, B, and, C use “Automatically 
Translated” Geotagger. 

Approach E - MAN(1-3.5) AUTO(3.5-4). The approach 
is supported by a new Classifier, which takes Japanese 
tweets and Japanese training data. In order to reduce human 

efforts, we propose to translate labeled English tweets into 
Japanese and then use these Japanese tweets to build the 
training model. We name it “Training” Classifier. Unlike 
English, Japanese sentences do not have spaces between 
words, for instance “

”. They need to be split into words first so that 
Word2Vec algorithms can extract features. “Training” Clas-
sifier is introduced in Approach E and “Manual” Classifier 
will be included in Approach F. Approach A, B, C, and D 
use “Automatically Translated” Classifier.  

Approach F - MAN(1-4) AUTO(0). This approach does 
not involve machine translation. “Manual” Classifier is built 
with Japanese tweets and Japanese training data. Japanese 
experts are required to manually label tweets as relevant or 
irrelevant to landslides. Approach F requires a considerable 
amount of human efforts to rebuild the entire LITMUS infra-
structure and furthermore this approach requires experts in 
target language.  

 

IV. EVALUATION OF SIX APPROACHES 
Since 2014, we have collected tweets by Twitter Stream 

APIs with Japanese keywords, “ (mudslide),” “
(landslide),” “ (debris flow),” and “

(landslide).” As shown in Figure 6, 3441 tweets from 2014 
are used for training and they are manually labeled as rele-
vant or irrelevant to landslide disasters by Japanese experts; 
7122 tweets from 2015 to May 2017 are used as the testing 
data set. The results of each approach are presented next. 

 
 Training Testing 

Year 2014 2015 2016 2017 

Count 3441 3374 3615 133 
Total 3441 7122 

Figure 6. Counts of tweets collected for the experiments 

A. Stage 1 - Downloader 
• The “Manual” Downloader uses “

(mudslide)”, “ (landslide)”,  “ (debris 
flow)”, and “ (landslide)”  as Japanese search 
terms which are identified by  Japanese experts.  

• The “Automatically Translated” Downloader is con-
structed by translating English search terms, mud-
slide and landslide, to Japanese. “
(mudslide)”, “ (landslide)”, “
(landslide)” are used as translated search terms in the 
approach.  

The comparison is shown in Figure 7. The only missing 
search term in the “Automatically Translated” Downloader is 
“ (debris flow)”. The “Automatically Translated” 
Downloader collects 6152 tweets from 2015 to 2017, while 
“Manual” Downloader collects 6371 tweets, 219 more than 
what “Automatically Translated” Downloader does, as 
shown in Figure 8.  
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We compare Approach A, MAN(0) AUTO(1-4), and 
Approach B, MAN(1) AUTO(2-4), in order to evaluate two 
types of downloaders. Approaches A and B share the same 
“Automatically Translated” stages, except downloaders, as 
shown in Figure 5.  

Both approaches detect 89 events from 2015 to 2017 and 
the 89 events detected are same. Figure 9 presents one event 
detected by both approaches, in Kagoshima, Japan, in Janu-
ary 2015. Even if the “Automatically Translated” Down-
loader misses the last tweet in Figure 9 because of the search 
term “ (Debris flow)”, it does not miss this event. The 
result demonstrates that two different downloaders do not 
largely affect the detected events. 

 
 
English mudslide landslide   

Automatically 
Translated 

(mudslide) (landslide) (landslide) 
 

Manual 
(mudslide) (landslide) (landslide) (Debris flow) 

Figure 7. Search terms of “Automatically Translated” and “Manual”  
Downloader 

 

 

Figure 8. Numbers of tweets collected by “Manual” Vs. “Automatically 
Translated” Downloader 

 

id month geo classification Downloader 
614014424223846401 201501 2918_7453 relevant  

612289208258945024 201501 2918_7453 relevant  

611443213128200192 201501 2918_7453 relevant  

Figure 9. A event in Kagoshima, Japan, in January 2015, detected by 
LITMUS 

B. Stage 2 - Cleaner 
• “Manual” Cleaner uses stop words, “ (win)”, 

“ (price)”, “ (danger)”, “ (fail)”,  
“  (Fleetwood Mac)”, “
(face) ”, “ (eat)”, which are identified by Japanese 
experts.  

• “Automatically Translated” Cleaner uses stop words 
“Fleetwood Mac”, “song”, “election”, “won”, and 
“votes”. 

See Figure 10 for numbers of tweets removed by cleaners 
with Japanese stop words and English stop words separately. 
As shown in Figure 11, 87% of the tweets, which are re-
moved by only one of the two cleaners, are classified as “ir-
relevant” by the classifier. This fact indicates that even if 
cleaner fails to remove the unrelated tweets, about 87% of 
irrelevant tweets will be removed by the classifier later.  

We compare Approach B, MAN(1) AUTO(2-4), and 
Approach C, MAN(1-2) AUTO(3-4), in order to evaluate 
two types of Cleaners. Approach B detects 89 events and 
Approach C detects 89 events, but there are two mismatched 
events among the 89 detected events. The comparison sug-
gests that the distinct cleaners do not significantly affect the 
detected events. 

 
 

 
Figure 10. Numbers of tweets removed by “Manual” Vs. “Automatically 

Translated” Cleaner 

 

 

Figure 11. Pie chart about classification results of not removed tweets  
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C. Stage 3 - Geotagger 
• “Manual” Geotagger uses MeCab to extract geo-

terms from Japanese tweets and expects Google 
Maps APIs to convert geo-terms to geo-codes.  

• “Automatically Translated” Geotagger utilizes Stan-
ford NER to extract geo-terms from translated tweets 
and Google Maps APIs are used to encode geo-terms.  

As shown in Figure 12, “Manual” Geotagger successfully 
encodes 2087 tweets, but “Automatically Translated” Ge-
otagger tags 1737 tweets. There are 1092 tweets labeled by 
both Geotaggers. See Figure 13 for detailed breakdowns of 
the 1092 tweets.  

• 59% of tweets have the same location names ex-
tracted.  

• 25% of tweets are labeled by both Geotaggers with 
two different location names, but the distance be-
tween the two locations is within 300km.  

• 8% of tweets have “Manual” Geotagger labeled cor-
rectly. “Automatically Translated” Geotagger fails to 
produce precise geo-codes even if geo-terms are ex-
tracted successfully. 

• 6% of tweets have different location names extracted 
by the two Geotaggers, but theoretically both loca-
tion names are extracted correctly since they are both 
in the texts. Consider the tweet, “Landslide that oc-
curred on the embankment slope of Yeager Airport 
in West Virginia, USA”. “Manual” Geotagger ex-
tracts” (West Virginia)” from 
the text, but “Automatically Translated” Geotagger 
extracts “USA”.  

• 1% of tweets are labeled with the same location 
names but Google Maps APIs produce different geo-
codes. Consider the tweet, “Italy has a lot of good 
studies about landslides because of the alps”. “Man-
ual” Geotagger extracts “ (Alps)” from the 
text and “Automatically Translated” Geotagger ex-
tracts “Alps” as well. However, Google Maps APIs 
encode the geo-term into distinct geo-codes.   

 

 
Figure 12. Venn diagram of two Geotaggers’ results 

 

Figure 13. Pie chart about the 1092 tweets’ geotagged results  

There are 995 tweets which are marked by “Manual” 
Geotagger but are missed by “Automatically Translated” 
Geotagger. Reviewing the 995 tweets, we notice all the loca-
tion names extracted only by “Manual” Geotagger are in 
Japan, such as “ (Yabu)”and “ (Nagoya)”. 
There are 645 tweets labeled by “Automatically Translated” 
Geotagger only. All the location names of the 645 tweets are 
not in Japan, such as “Taiwan” and “Italy”. This fact sug-
gests that “Manual” Geotagger works well on Japanese loca-
tion names, and “Automatically Translated” Geotagger is 
better at non-Japanese location names.  

We compare Approach C, MAN(1-2) AUTO(3-4), and 
Approach D, MAN(1-3) AUTO(4),  in order to evaluate two 
types of Geotagger. Approach C detects 89 events while Ap-
proach D detects 79 events and there are only 18 events in 
common as shown in Figure 14. This result denotes that dif-
ferent Geotaggers generate a great discrepancy in the detect-
ed events, but both Geotaggers generate real events. Hence, 
we recommend combining the results of two Geotaggers to 
potentially increase the number of detected events and we 
call it a “Combined” Geotagger. The “Combined” Geotagger 
collects all the results from “Manual” Geotagger first and 
then copies labels of the tweets from “Automatically Trans-
lated” Geotagger which are not marked by “Manual” Ge-
otagger. With the “Combined” Geotagger, 132 events are 
detected. This result is more comprehensive than the results 
of either “Manual” Geotagger or “Automatically Translated” 
Geotagger. 

 
Figure 14. Pie chart of the two Geotaggers’ results 
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D. Stage 4 - Classifier 
There are three different Classifiers evaluated in this pa-

per, “Automatically Translated” Classifier as shown in the 
yellow box, “Training” Classifier as shown in the white box, 
and “Manual” Classifier as shown in the blue box in Figure 5.  

• “Automatically Translated” Classifier takes translat-
ed tweets and English training data from 2014.  

• “Training” Classifier requires Japanese tweets and 
Japanese training data, which are translated from the 
manually labeled English tweets. 

• “Manual” Classifier expects Japanese tweets and 
about 3441 Japanese training tweets from 2014, 
which are manually labeled by Japanese experts.  

We manually label the testing data set in order to evalu-
ate classification results. Figure 15 presents the numbers of 
tweets which are true positives, true negatives, false positives 
and false negatives from the three different Classifiers. The 
precision, recall and F1-score are calculated based on the 
results in Figure 16. The manually labeled training data sets 
have been shown to be effective, and when combined with 
ESA (explicit semantic analysis) [5], the resulting filters 
have achieved accuracy uniformly higher than 90%. Here, 
we mainly compare the AUTO approach with the MAN ap-
proach, leaving the inclusion of ESA to future work.  

 
 TP TN FP FN precision recall F1 - score 

AUTO 1266 4995 78 783 0.942 0.618 0.747 

Training 1737 3286 1787 312 0.492 0.848 0.623 
MAN 1867 3760 1313 182 0.587 0.911 0.714 

Ensemble 1676 4019 1054 373 0.614 0.817 0.701 
 

Figure 15. Table of classification results 

 
Figure 16. Bar chart of classification F-1 score 

“Automatically Translated” Classifier produces the best 
result with F1-score of 0.75. The F1-score of “Manual” Clas-
sifier is 0.71. The reason why there is a decrease of the F1-
score from “Automatically Translated” to “Manual” is prob-
ably because Japanese sentence structure is different from 
English sentence structure but “Manual” Classifier is built 
following the existing English Classifier. In order to use 
Word2Vec algorithm to extract features and prepare training 
models, there is an additional stage in “Manual” Classifier 
where Mecab is used to split Japanese sentences into words. 
The additional stage may generate errors and reduce the per-

formance of “Manual” Classifier. However, further experi-
ments are needed to confirm our assumptions. 

The results of “Training” Classifier are not promising. 
One reason explaining the low F1-score of “Training” can be 
the same as the reason discussed above, which is the addi-
tional stage of splitting sentences to words introduces errors. 
While “Training” Classifier and “Manual” Classifier both 
have the additional stage, the F1-score of “Training” is even 
lower than that of “Manual”. The reason could be different 
usages of the word “ (landslide)” in Japanese culture. 
For instance, as Japanese use “ (landslide)” to de-
scribe “ (face)” and “ (eat)”, there are tweets about “

(face)” and “ (eat)” with “landslide” keyword, which are 
labeled as “irrelevant” in Japanese training data. However, 
since in English we rarely use landslide to describe face or 
eating, the English training data lacks these kinds of “irrele-
vant” tweets. The incomplete training data set may lead to 
the weak performance of “Training” Classifier. However, we 
need to perform additional experiments to validate our hy-
pothesis. 

With three different Classifiers, we implement an ensem-
ble method to classify tweets by calculating a weighted vote 
of their results. The result is shown in Figure 15 and the 
comparison is presented in Figure 16. The F1-score of the 
ensemble method is about the same as “Manual” Classifier, 
while “Automatically Translated” Classifier is still the best. 

With manually labeled 7122 tweets, there are 101 events 
detected by LITMUS and we regard the 101 events as real 
events. We compare the detected events of Approach D, 
MAN(1-3) AUTO(4), Approach E, MAN(1-3.5) AUTO(3.5-
4), and Approach F, MAN(1-4) AUTO(0), to the real events 
and the result is shown in Figure 17.  g

 
Figure 17. Bar chart of three Approaches’ results 

With “Automatically Translated” Classifier, Approach D 
produces 79 events and 10 of them are false positives. 32 
events are false negatives as “Automatically Translated” 
Classifier incorrectly labels relevant tweets as “irrelevant”. 
With “Training” Classifier, Approach E generates 123 events, 
but 48 of them are false positives and 26 events are false 
negatives. With “Manual” Classifier, Approach F detects 114 
landslide events while 38 of them are false positives, and 25 
events are false negatives. The F1-score is calculated and 
compared in Figure 18 and Figure 19. Approach D with “Au-
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tomatically Translated” Classifier produces the best result 
with F1-score of 0.77.  

 
 TP TN FP FN Precision Recall F1 - score 
Approach D 69 131 10 32 0.873 0.683 0.767 
Approach E 75 93 48 26 0.609 0.742 0.669 

Approach F 76 103 38 25 0.667 0.752 0.707 

Figure 18. Numbers of detected events by Approach D, E, and F 

 

Figure 19. F1-score of Approach D, E, and F 

V. RELATED WORK 
LITMUS integrates information from physical sensors 

and social media to provide worldwide landslide information. 
Figure 20 is a live demonstration of LITMUS, which can be 
accessed by the link in [25]. Disaster management systems 
always tend to adopt multiple information sources to achieve 
comprehensive event coverage. However, the more infor-
mation sources they include, the more noises they need to 
face. LITMUS presents a generic method of compositing 
multiple information sources and filtering out unreliable and 
useless information, and landslide is chosen as a demonstra-
tion of the method [18][19][20][21][22][23]. The method can 
be easily implemented to support other information system. 
Tien et al. built a system to detect damage and failure events 
of critical public infrastructure based on LITMUS prototype 
[24]. In order to further improve LITMUS event coverage, 
multilingual information is considered as a potential source. 
The paper proposed different approaches to realize the multi-
lingual support. 

 

 

Figure 20. LITMUS live demonstration of landslide events 

Multilingual support is widely needed in different appli-
cations. In 2012, Gracia et al. proposed to build Linked Data 
Infrastructure, which is independent of language and culture, 
to support a multilingual Web of Data. The information is 
stored in the Linked Data layer and can be retrieved by any 
users in their languages. However, the study concludes that 
the initial construction requires significant human efforts to 
create mappings between multilingual Web ontolo-
gies/vocabularies [16]. In 2011, Piskorski et al. compared 
two cross-lingual fusion techniques to realize news event 
extraction with multilingual news. One of the two techniques 
utilizes pure machine translation but produces worse results 
[17]. The proposed pipeline to support new languages in 
LITMUS, as shown in Figure 2, mainly includes automati-
cally translated filters, and only one manually created filter. 
This pipeline produces comparable or better results than 
manually created filters.  

 
 
 

VI. CONCLUSION  
The incorporation of multilingual support in global appli-

cations that process social media data has been considered a 
laborious and expensive localization process, performed by 
programmers familiar with the native language. A promising 
cheaper and faster alternative is the adoption of machine 
translation using Free Online Machine Translation tools such 
as Google and Bing Translate. Using LITMUS, a landslide 
information system that processes English and Japanese 
Twitter data (among other sources), we conducted a system-
atic comparative study to explore the design alternatives that 
adopt an increasing number of manually developed filtering 
stages. 

Our experimental results show that filter stages that use 
automated translation achieved comparable or better results 
(in terms of false positives, false negatives, and F1-score) as 
the manually developed filters. The only exception was the 
Geotagger stage, where the manually developed filter and 
automated translation filter obtained complementary results 
and errors, probably due to their different geolocation data 
sources (gazetteers). Our results suggest that the adoption of 
automated translation in social media filters is usually the 
better choice, and when available, ensemble-based algo-
rithms work well for filters such as Geotaggers that have 
complementary data sources. 

Although limited to one system (LITMUS) and one lan-
guage (Japanese), our results suggest that the automated 
translation approach towards supporting multiple languages 
is a promising method. It is clearly cheaper and faster to de-
velop than using native filters, and its output quality is com-
parable or better than the native filters. While more definitive 
explanations would require more experiments, this surprising 
result indicates significant improvements in the quality of 
automated translator output, as well as a higher level of ma-
turity of NLP software tools for English.  
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VII. FUTURE WORK 
Our future work includes the evaluations of the designed 

methods with Facebook data and YouTube data in other lan-
guages, such as Chinese, Russian and Portuguese. The addi-
tional experiments will help us validate our findings in this 
paper and generalize the proposed pipeline to support new 
languages in LITMUS.  

The quality and the quantity of the downloaded tweets in 
Stage 1 largely affect the quality and the quantity of the iden-
tified events of the system. We plan to extend the keywords 
used use to download the tweets. One possible idea is to im-
plement a WordNet-style approach to significantly expand 
the range of collected tweets. Also, we plan to introduce a 
dynamic style of querying to improve the quality of our 
results as follows. Given a preliminary landslide location that 
the system identified and a preliminary date, we can 
download all tweets in that location on that date. Then we 
can analyze the downloaded tweets to either validate or 
invalidate the system generated decision.  
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